
Investigating student understanding of operational-amplifier circuits*

We describe a systematic, multi-year investigation of student understanding of the behavior of 
basic operational-amplifier (op-amp) circuits.  The participants in this study were undergraduates 
enrolled in upper-division physics courses on analog electronics at three different institutions, as 
well as undergraduates in introductory and upper-division electrical engineering courses at one of 
the institutions.  Our findings indicate that many students complete these courses without devel-
oping a functional understanding of the behavior of op-amp circuits.  We describe the most preva-
lent conceptual and reasoning difficulties identified (typically after lecture and hands-on labora-
tory experience) and discuss the implications of our findings for electronics instruction.

Abstract

Introduction

In the three amplifiers task (Fig. 1), students are shown three circuits that are non-inverting ampli-
fiers.  Circuit B is the canonical non-inverting amplifier, and circuits A and C are “perturbations.”
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Specific difficulties identified include the following:
 

•  Lack of a functional understanding of Golden Rule II (i.e.,  inverting and non-inverting inputs    
   draw no current).  Roughly half of the students at all three institutions provided reasoning when 
   comparing circuits B and A that would only be appropriate if there were a current into the non-
   inverting input of the op-amp.
 

•  Tendency to ascribe a voltage drop to a resistor through which there is no current.  Data sug-
   gest that some students may in fact be automatically (and possibly subconsciously) ascribing a 
   voltage drop to the resistor without considering the presence or absence of current or analyzing 
   the situation through the more formal lens of Ohm’s law.
 

•  Lack of a functional understanding of Golden Rule I (i.e.,  output attempts to make V
–
 = V

+
). 

   Between approximately 30% and 45% of all students incorrectly claimed that V
C
 < V

B
, in which 

   case V
–
 would necessarily be less than V

+
 = V

in
. 

 

•  Tendency to reason locally and sequentially about the behavior of op-amp circuits.  Up to one-
   third of students assumed that the addition of a resistor after an op-amp would not change the 
   output of that op-amp.

Three amplifiers task

Implications for instruction
In all populations studied, we have found evidence of substantive difficulties associated with the 
analysis of canonical op-amp circuits after relevant instruction on op-amps.  Recommendations for 
instruction on op-amp circuits based on the results of our investigation include the following:

•  Emphasize the role of the op-amp’s power rails.  Simple measurements of rail currents in the 
   laboratory for amplifiers with values of V

in
 that are positive, negative, and zero can be particularly 

   valuable for helping students recognize that the relationship between the rail currents depends 
   on whether or not the op-amp is sinking or sourcing current
 

•  Use “perturbed” circuits in instruction, even if they aren’t touchstone circuits.  Our research has 
   indicated that slight modifications of standard circuits, even if those modifications are pointless 
   or non-ideal from a design perspective, can be productive in that they force students to set aside 
   memorized gain formulas and reason from foundational concepts and device rules.
 

•  Examine currents and voltages in canonical circuits.  Providing students with an opportunity to 
   think about currents and voltages at various locations in a circuit for one or more values of V

in
 can 

   help students reason through the behavior of the circuit on their own.
 

•  Provide additional support for students as they apply foundational circuits concepts in more 
   advanced contexts.  By providing students with opportunities to apply these foundational con-
   cepts in challenging circuits throughout the course, students can receive productive feedback and 
   be guided to recognize the importance of, and subtleties associated with, applying foundational 
   circuits concepts in all circuits.

•  Provide explicit prompts for students to check that their predictions are consistent with the 
   Golden Rules and foundational circuits concepts.  After students have analyzed a circuit that 
   elicits inconsistencies, it may be beneficial to prompt students explicitly to verify that their 
   predictions are consistent with the Golden Rules and foundational concepts.
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Inverting amplifier task

Physics education researchers have only recently begun to focus their attention on the upper-
division and advanced laboratory courses that are a hallmark of most undergraduate physics 
programs.1  To date, upper-division physics courses on analog electronics have not been studied in 
sufficient depth to inform systematic, research-based instructional improvements.  Although there 
has been considerable work on student understanding of introductory dc circuits,2,3 very little work 
has been conducted by researchers in physics and engineering education on student understand-
ing of analog electronics.  The only work related to student learning of operational-amplifier (op-
amp) circuits was published by Mazzolini  et al. in 2011, and student thinking was not probed in su-
fficient depth to facilitate the identification of specific difficulties or to guide the development of
research-based instructional materials. 4 

Overview of investigation
This in-depth, multi-institutional empirical study of student understanding of basic op-amp circuits 
was guided by the following research questions:

1.   To what extent do students develop a functional understanding of basic op-amp circuits after 
relevant instruction in an electronics course?  In particular:

 
2.   What ideas and approaches, both correct and incorrect, do students employ when analyzing 
op-amp circuits?

Free-response questions requiring explanations of reasoning as well as closely related task-
centered clinical interviews were used in order to identify persistent and prevalent conceptual 
and reasoning difficulties.

This study was primarily conducted in upper-division physics courses on analog electronics at the 
University of Washington (UW), the University of Athens (UA) in Greece, and the University of Maine 
(UM).  All three courses include a laboratory component and are required for all physics majors.  Ad-
ditional data were collected in three engineering courses at UM:  an introductory circuits course re-
quired for all electrical and computer engineering (ECE) majors, an introductory circuits courses 
taken by non-ECE engineering majors, and a junior-level analog electronics course required for all 
ECE majors.  Neither introductory course has a formal lab component.

a.   To what extent are students able to reason productively and/or correctly about op-amp cir-
cuits that correspond to “perturbations” of canonical op-amp circuits covered in the course?

b.   To what extent are students able to correctly describe (qualitatively and/or quantitatively) the 
currents and voltages in a canonical op-amp circuit such as the inverting amplifier?
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Rank, from largest to smallest, the absolute values of the output voltages VA - VC.
|VA| = |VB| = |VC| 

Below are three op-amp circuits.  All op-amps are identical and ideal, and all
three circuits have identical positive input voltages Vin (from ideal voltage 
sources).  No loads are connected to the outputs of the circuits.

FIGURE 1.  Three amplifiers post-test question and correct answer.  

The three amplifiers task has been administered at all three institutions after relevant instruction.  
Results are summarized in Table I.  Approximately one-quarter to one-third of UW and UM stu-
dents correctly ranked the absolute values of all three circuits.  At UA, only approximately 10% of 
students gave a correct ranking.

The inverting amplifier task has been administered at all three institutions after relevant instruc-
tion.  Results are summarized in Table II.  On part 4, only about 35-55% of all students at UW and 
UM and 7% of students at UA gave correct rankings for the currents through points A – C. 

Specific difficulties identified include the following:
 

•  Tendency to generalize Golden Rule II inappropriately (i.e., assumption that there is no current 
    into or out of any terminal of the op-amp).  For example, one student wrote, “We know be-   
  cause of the axioms of the op-amp, that there is no current flowing in or out of the 
  op-amp at the inputs/outputs.”  Another wrote, “Op amp output gives no current because 
  it has infinite output impedance.” 
 

•  Failure to account for the correct behavior of the rails when applying Kirchhoff’s junction rule 
    to the op-amp (e.g., incorrectly stating I

F
 + I

G
 = I

C
 or treating I

D
 = I

E
 = 0). For example, one student  

   wrote, “No current at Vin± because op amp doesn‛t intake current.  The op-amp has 0 
  current flow through it so all outputs and inputs of op-amp [are] 0 current.” 
 

•  Tendency to apply Kirchhoff’s junction rule inconsistently in op-amp circuits.  The salience of 
   specific features in these circuits appeared to trigger alternative lines of reasoning, making it 
   more difficult for students to recognize the need to apply the junction rule to certain junctions.   

•  Tendency to assume current always comes from V
in

 or always goes from V
in

 to V
out

.  A significant     
   percentage of students expressed the idea that current always comes from the power supply.

•  Tendency to argue that I = 0 if V = 0 at a point.  Some students claimed that there is no current 
   through points at electrical ground. 

 
Percentage of total responses 

   

 
UW 

(N=160) 
UA 

(N=181) 
UM 

(N=49)    
VA=VB=VC (Correct ranking) 23% 9% 33%  

Correct reasoning 8% 2% 29%  
VB=VA (Correct) 40% 40% 49%  
VB>VA  54% 48% 41%  

Voltage drop due to input resistor 44% 39% 35%  
VC=VB (Correct)  39% 18% 61%  
VC<VB  46% 42% 31%  

Voltage drop due to output resistor 31% 16% 27%  
VC>VB  15% 23% 8%  

Circuit vs. op-amp output confusion 5% 8% 4%  

TABLE I.  Results from three amplifiers post-test question (Fig. 1). 

TABLE II.  Results from inverting amplifier post-test question (Fig. 2). 

 
Percentage of total responses 

   

 
UW 

(N=183) 
UA 

(N=242) 
UM 

(N=45)    
1. Vout = +2.5 V (Correct) 55% 57% 69%  

Sign error 17% 5% 13%  
2. Left (Correct) 63% 21% 69%  

Correct reasoning  50% 14% 60%  
Right 27% 59% 29%  

Current from Vin or Vin to Vout 5% 18% 9%  
Zero 10% 12% 2%  

Golden Rule II 4% 4% 2%  
3. |IF| = |IG| = 0 (Correct) 79% 50% 84%  

Correct reasoning  55% 27% 73%  
VF = VG = 0 5% 5% 2%  

4. |IA| = |IB| = |IC| > 0 (Correct) 37% 7% 53%  
Correct reasoning  27% 4% 36%  

|IA| = |IB| > |IC| = 0 16% 16% 11%  
Reasoning for |IC| = 0:     

Overgeneralization of Golden Rule II 6% 5% 9%  
Junction rule with rail difficulties  5% 2% 0%  

|IC| > |IA| = |IB| > 0 11% 8% 16%  

Extension to engineering courses
The percentage of correct rankings on the three amplifiers task ranged from 15% to 20%.  On the 
inverting amplifier task, only about 10-35% of engineering students correctly stated that 
|I

A
| = |I

B
| = |I

C
| > 0, and a large percentage of rankings (~60-90%) were inconsistent with the junction 

rule.  While there was considerable variation in the exact percentages of students giving particular 
incorrect responses, results suggest that engineering students encounter essentially the same con-
ceptual and reasoning difficulties as physics students.In order to probe student understanding of the currents and voltages in a standard inverting am-

plifier circuit, we developed the inverting amplifier task (Fig. 2) shown below.  

*This work has been supported in part by the National Science Foundation 
under Grant Nos. DUE-0618185, DUE-0962805, DUE-1022449, and DUE-1323426. 

FIGURE 2.  Inverting amplifier post-test question and correct answers.  

1.  What is Vout?
     +2.5 V
2.  Is IA to the right, to the left, or equal to zero?  
     to the left
3.  Is |IF| greater than, less than, or equal to |IG|?
     |IF| = |IG| = 0
4.  Rank the currents through points A–C 
     according to absolute value.
     |IA| = |IB| = |IC| > 0
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Consider the op-amp circuit shown below. Assume that the op-amp is
ideal and that there is no load connected to the circuit’s output. The
constant input voltage Vin is –5V.


